
Spurwink Services
LEADING BY GOING THE DISTANCE
LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT SERIES



KICK OFF

Why are we here?



TEAM BUILDING

Introduce yourself to 
someone you don’t know 
(or haven’t seen in at least 
a month) with a hearty 
handshake.

Share the following:
Your birth date 

(month/day)
One of the best movies 

you’ve ever seen (and 
why)

Repeat five times.



TEAM
BUILDING

Share with one another the 
following information:
Your role at Spurwink
How long you’ve been with 

Spurwink
High point at work in past 6 months
Least favorite aspect of your role as 

a manager
Something you are passionate about 

outside of work

Then, as a group:
Find one non-obvious thing you all 

share in common?  Feel free to 
award yourselves pride points for 
creativity and finding more than one 
thing in common.

In
Small 

Groups



Series Overview
Ten, half-day sessions (always scheduled from 9-1 PM)

Overall sequence
One-to-one leadership
Team leadership
One-to-many leadership
Personal effectiveness

Interactive classroom environment supported by 
homework and Peer Learning Team assignments

Online resource



EVERYTHING DiSC®

MANAGEMENT
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How You See Yourself

Active

Thoughtful
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AcceptingQuestioning

How You See Yourself
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How You See Yourself

Active 

Questioning Accepting

Thoughtful



DiSC® Management Styles
Introduction



Introduction to Everything DiSC®

Page 2

Cornerstone 
Principles



DiSC® Measures
OBSERVABLE ASPECTS OF OUR BEHAVIOR 
OUR PREFERENCES  OUR TENDENCIES

• Values/Beliefs
• Backgrounds
• Ethnic/Cultural 

Identity

• Skills
• Capabilities
• Performance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The roots of a tree grow underground so we can’t see them.  But they are vital to the health and wellbeing of the tree.We can relate this to the DiSC Model.  DiSC measures what we see “above ground.”  It measures our behavioral tendencies and priorities.  In other words, it measures some aspects of our personality, the observable traits of our behavior, such as the words we express, the tone of voice we use, the body language we show.But DiSC does not measure all aspects of our personality and behavior that also impact how we express ourselves.  DiSC does not measure our attitudes, values, needs, core personality, upbringing, past experiences, demographics or culture.  In relation to the tree, DiSC measures everything above ground:  the trunk, leaves, branches, etc.NOTE:  DiSC does not measure skills or ability and is not predictive of a person’s success in any given role.
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Your DiSC® Style 

Page 3

Your DiSC® Style



Your Inclination

Strong

Moderate

Slight
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Your DiSC® Style Overview 

Read and personalize
= like you

X = not like you

? = not sure



x










?

?x
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Discussion

Your style

Three statements



Priorities of Your DiSC® Style

S Style S Style + Objectivity



Your Management Priorities

Read and personalize
= like you
X = not like you
? = not sure

x







?

?
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Two you enjoy

Two that are draining

Your Management Preferences

Page 6



Managing Your Day

How might your 
tendencies affect the 
people you manage? 

Handout 2



Understanding You
Divide into groups by style

Read the pages associated with your managerial style
Directing & Delegating, page 7
Motivating, page 12
Developing, page 17

Synthesize for the other groups (using easel paper):
What are the advantages and disadvantages inherent in your 

style?
What are the pros and cons of the environment you tend to create 

for your team?





Not for labeling, but 
for understanding

People-Reading Principles  

No good or bad styles

All have strengths and limitations

Everyone is a mixture of styles



People-Reading Principles  

Observe actual behavior 

Body language (55%) 

Tone of voice and 
expression (38%) 

Choice of words (7%) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How we really convey our messages!Words:  7%Tone:  38%Body language:  55%



People-Reading Method

Step 2.Step 1.



People-Reading Method

Step 3.



Adapting Your Style

As a group, review the relevant pages for the style you’ve been 
assigned in the sections on Delegating, Motivating and 
Developing.

Summarize for the other groups (using easel paper) how best 
to manage employees with that style.  
How do employees with that behavioral style prefer to work?
To do their best work, what do they need?
What can you do to help create a motivating environment?

What is the best way to recognize and reward them?



Reference Pages

Pages 8, 13 & 18 Pages 9, 14 & 19

Pages 10, 15 & 20Pages 11, 16 & 21





Action 
Planning

Identify someone (without 
naming them) you experience 
as challenging to work with -
some of the time or, perhaps, 
all of the time.

Using the people-reading 
method, what do you think 
his/her DiSC Style is?

Select 1-2 behavioral strategies 
you are willing to try in order 
to improve your relationship.

Debrief with your Peer Learning 
Team.

Handout 3



Homework
Part 1:  Reflect
Find a quiet moment to read your DiSC profile.  Don't try and memorize it.  The goal 
is to familiarize yourself with the content so you understand when and how your 
profile can assist you in working productively with others.

If you are comfortable, share your profile with someone who knows you well (a 
friend, colleague or family member).  Ask them for feedback regarding how their 
experience of you aligns with (or differs from) the characteristics described in your 
profile.

Part 2:  Map Your Team
Take a few moments to set up your MyEverythingDiSC.com account.  Then, go in 
and invite the members of your team to participate in one-on-one comparisons with 
you.  Finally, build your Peer Learning Team and compare your respective styles and 
needs.

What do you better appreciate about your colleagues as a result of comparing your 
varying approaches to relationships and work?



Orientation

MyEverythingDiSC.com



You will receive an email 
from me with a link to 
MyEverythingDiSC.com

Follow the link in the 
email. (It contains your 
personalized access 
code.)

You will be invited!



MyEverythingDiSC.com 



The End
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